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Item #4614. T. E. Lawrence letter

CLOTH SAMPLES
Seven bright triangular patches of patterned cloth
attached to a detailed invoice, in French, Rheims,
Aug. 16, 1812.

▶ View Online: Item #4617

HEANEY, SEAMUS

(b. 1939). Irish poet, awarded 1995 Nobel Prize in
Literature.

Idyllic pen and ink line drawing, perhaps of the Irish
country side, signed and dated, measuring 8.25 by
11 inches.

▶ View Online: Item #4607

DOYLE, ARTHUR CONAN
(1859–1930). British physician, crime and science
fiction author, creator of Sherlock Holmes.

Doyle expresses anger over a Sherlock Holmes play
in this exceptional Autograph Letter Signed, on one
page of printed address stationery, South Norwood,
June 3, 1894. He considers taking “action” over the
unauthorized production and possible use of his
name.

▶ View Online: Item #4440

GINSBERG, ALLEN

(1926–97). American poet regarded as the spokesman
for the Beat Generation.

Ginsberg proclaims, “I am not a Marxist” in this
substantial typed letter to fellow Beat poet, Ira
Cohen (1935–2011). As part of his detailed request
to Cohen to help Russian poet Yevgeny Yevtushenko (1932–2017), Ginsberg describes his views
on both communism and Yevtushenko. Two pages
on an aerogramme, Varanasi, India, April 29, 1963.

▶ View Online: Item #4616

GODARD, JEAN-LUC

(b. 1930). French film director, critic and screenwriter,
associated with the French “New Wave” cinema.

Godard writes a concerned letter to film director
and screenwriter Marc Allegret, (1900–73) after
learning Allegret “had to leave the set of ‘Petroleurs’
to be taken to the hospital…Perhaps…you will need
someone to give blood…” April 3 (ca 1970–71).

▶ View Online: Item #4621

HOUDINI, HARRY

(1874–1926). Hungarian American magician.

Revealing correspondence between Houdini and
mentalist Julius Zancig about mind reading, with
illustration: 1- Zancig Typed Letter unsigned, to
Houdini on “Zancig Studio” stationery explaining
the mind reading trick “How to Thought Picture”;
with envelope addressed to Houdini, postmarked
Asbury Park, NJ., August 8, 1925. Zancig wrote
“Private” on verso of this letter. 2- Written on behalf
of Houdini, possibly by secretary Julie Sawyer, a
holograph letter signed for him to mentalist Julius
Zancig, in pencil, three separate 4to pages, August
17,1925; Julie Sawyer was the niece of Houdini’s
wife Bess. 3- Typed Letter unsigned, 2 pp, to
Zancig with a hexagram diagram Houdini likely
drew, in ink, Aug. 21, 1925.

▶ View Online: Item #1557

LAWRENCE, T.E.

aka LAWRENCE of ARABIA [T. E. Shaw]
(1888–1935). British archaeologist, soldier and writer.
Leader of the Arab revolt against the Ottoman Empire
(1917–18) described in his “The Seven Pillars of
Wisdom” (1926).

First Letter in the T. E. Lawrence and Henry
Williamson correspondence, Typed and Holograph,
Signed, two sides on one large folio sheet, [Karachi], April 2, 1928. Published. Lawrence critiques
Williamson’s writing and refers to his own writing of
“The Seven Pillars of Wisdom.”

▶ View Online: Item #4614

Item #4620. Jean Negulesco pastel drawing

NEGULESCO, JEAN

(1900–1993). Romanian born American film director,
writer and artist.

Vibrant pastel drawing, Signed, sketched in Mexico
[1936] of a barefoot male figure carrying a full
basket perhaps of fruit. Rendered early in his film
making career.

▶ View Online: Item #4620

TESLA, NIKOLA

(1856–1943). Serbian born American electrical and
mechanical engineer, prolific inventor, developed
alternating current (AC) for commercial electricity.

Tesla writes to Bernard A. Behrend (1875–1932),
electrical engineer about an “order for the 220 volt
motor.” Rare Typed Letter Signed on illustrated
“Tesla Laboratory, Long Island, N.Y.” stationery,
October 9, 1908.

▶ View Online: Item #4460

PATCHEN, KENNETH
(1911–72). American poet and artist.

Substantial five page Autograph Letter Signed to
“Mrs. Kenneth Patchen,” about an offer by composer Harry Geller (1913–2008) to write a libretto for
an opera Geller would compose. Hollywood,
envelope postmarked, March 20, 1958,

▶ View Online: Item #4609

WELLES, ORSON

(1915–85). American director, writer, actor, and
producer for film, stage, radio, and television.

Welles writes about plans to produce two plays,
“The Guide” and “Brittle Glory,” but felt overlooked
by London reviews of Ionesco’s “Rhinoceros.” Typed
Letter Signed, with a doodle, Zagreb, Yugoslavia,
ca.1960.

▶ View Online: Item #4615

ROBESON, PAUL

(1898–1976). American singer, actor, civil rights activist.

Photograph signed, ca 1933, “Paul Robeson.” Bust
length, sepia toned, post card size, docketed on
verso “5th October 1933

▶ View Online: Item #4618

STEINBECK, JOHN

(1902–68). American novelist, received the 1962 Nobel
Prize in Literature.

WELLS, H.G

(1866–1946). English author known for his science
fiction novels.

Wells draws a captioned comical sketch of a figure
shooting an oversized elephant gun at an aeronaut
in a bi-plane. Written to aeronautical engineer J. W.
Dunne who designed similar planes. Illustrated
Autograph Letter Signed, on blind embossed
personalized stationery, Sandgate, April 6, 1904.

▶ View Online: Item #4355

In a lengthy five page illustrated holograph letter
Steinbeck explains in great detail his ideas for
redesigned Land Rover including air pollution
control and safer seats. Sag Harbor, June 30, 1965.
Signed “J.S.”
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